MEMORANDUM

SOUTHERN DESERT CORRECTIONAL CENTER

To: SDCC/TLVCC Staff  Warden’s Bulletin #15-18
From: Brian E. Williams, Warden
Date: February 11, 2015
Subject: 5K RUN UPDATE

The 5K run, held on February 6th 2015, was a huge success!!! The run raised a whopping $2,384, which brings SDCC’s total contributions for the Special Olympics to $2,939! This includes proceeds from both the run and the lunch/bake sale.

I would like to thank everyone that donated for the events we held. Special thanks go to C/O Radke, CCST Prentice and Coach Fabre for all of the help with the run. Additionally, I would like to thank Tori Valadez for being the top fund raiser for the run!

Thanks again for making these events such a huge success!!